1 Let Mm be a smooth compact Riemannian manifold without boundary and let E be a smooth vector bundle over Mm. Let E be equipped with a smooth pointwise inner product ( , ). Let D: C"E + C"E be an elliptic, positive self-adjoint second order differential operator. By using the calculus of pseudo-differential operators depending upon a complex parameter which was developed by Seeley [13] , we can show that the operator exp( -to): L2E -+ L2E is an infinitely smoothing operator for t > 0. Let K(t, X, y, D): E,, + E, be the smooth kernel function such that exp(--tD) 44 = JMm W, x, Y, 0) U(Y) dY. If x = y, then K(t, x, x, 0) is an endomorphism of E, . The Trace of K(t, X, X, 0) has a well defined asymptotic expansion as t 4 Of of the form:
Tr K(t, x, x, D) N 2 B,(x, D) t(n-m)f2 B, = 0 for n odd. n=a 334 c .
Although the kernel function K(t, X, X, D) depends upon the global behavior of the operator D, the invariants B,(x, D) can be computed in principal by means of complicated formulas in the derivatives of the total symbol of the differential operator in any system of local coordinates.
From dimensional analysis, the invariants B, are homogeneous of order n in the derivatives of the symbol in a certain sense. Therefore, if D is a
Laplacian of differential geometry, B,(x, 0) is homogeneous of order n in the derivatives of the metric in the sense that is explained in Section 2. Let {ut , +$} be a spectral decomposition of D into a complete orthonormal system of eigenvectors & with eigenvalues 0 < a, < a.*. Then Tr K(t, x, x, D) = f exp (-&) (qG , +i>(x) .
i=l Since the c#$ are orthonormal, they integrate to 1, and therefore
We use these invariants to construct a formula for the index of any If this elliptic complex is the twisted Signature complex, it is known [2, 7, 8, 121 that B,(x, d) = 0 f or n < m and that B, (x, d ) is the integrand of the Atiyah-Singer index theorem. This fact has been used to give an analytic proof of the index theorem. These results contain the classical elliptic complexes as special cases and hence prove the ChernGauss-Bonnet formula for x(M), the Hirzebruch formula for sign(M), and the Riemann-Roth theorem for the arithmetic genus of a complex manifold, provided dM = +. This result for the DeRham complex was conjectured by McKean and Singer (11) who proved it for m = 2. If dM # 4, the situation is more complicated. We suppose that in addition to the operator D that there is a well-posed boundary problem B.
There is an analogous formula in this case proved by Greiner and Seeley [9, 131 that The new invariant C, can be computed in terms of the derivatives of the symbol of the operator D and the boundary condition B. By dimensional analysis, C, is homogeneous of order 7t -1 in the derivatives of the symbols involved.
We express the Euler-Poincare characteristic as the index of a wellposed elliptic boundary value problem. We describe the boundary condition as follows:
Let Mm be a Riemannian manifold with smooth boundary dMf@, and let i: dMm + Mm be the natural inclusion map. This defines a map i *: A T*Mm -+ A T*(dMm). Let N, normal projection, be orthogonal projection to the kernal of i and let T, tangential projection, be I -N. We compute these maps in local coordinates:
Let X = (Xl ,***, xm) be a system of coordinates at a point x0 of dMm. Choose X so that Mm = (x: x m < 01 and so that d/dx, is the normal vector on the boundary. Let w = dxi, a** dx,, be any p- x(W = C (--1)" dinWG',d. 9
Since (d + S)* is multiplication by a nonzero number a, and since (d + 6) preserves the eigenspaces of (d + a)*, it suffices to check that the boundary conditions are preserved by (d + 6).
Let w satisfy Tw = 0, then TdTw = 0 as well. Suppose that Dw = aw .and NW = Ndw T 0. We compute: N(d + S)w = N(6w) = fN*d*w. (2) B, = C, = Ofor n < m; (3) en and Cm are the integrands of the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet formula.
(1) is proved by comparing equal powers of t in the two asymptotic expansions. The integrands B, and C,, have certain functorial properties which we will exploit in Section 2 to prove statements (2) and (3). This PETER B. GILKEY will yield an analytic proof of the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet theorem for manifolds with boundary.
The signature complex for manifolds with boundary is more complex. It is known [l] that there is no well posed elliptic boundary problem for the signature complex which is local. Atiyah, Patodi and Singer [3, 4] have described a global boundary problem which is well posed. This leads to a formula
where 7(dMm) is a globally defined invariant of the Riemannian manifold dMm. We will discuss the signature complex in section 3.
2
In this section, we discuss the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet formula. Let Mm be a smooth Riemannian manifold with smooth boundary dM". Let On the boundary, the normal vector N gives a section to this bundle. Chern's formula is x(4 = I;IE + j-/* (; Ql;).
Using Poincare duality, we can view E as a function on M and N*Q, as a function on dMm. In this notation, the formula becomes
The functions E and N*Qk are defined independently of any orientation, and this formula holds whether or not Mm is orientable.
It is clear that such a formula is not unique. For example, let K denote the scalar curvature and H = P-lK be the Laplacian of the scalar curvature p -1 times. Then if m # 2, JM Hd VOL, = 0 and hence E + H integrates to the same value as does E. By putting some mild restrictions on the admissible formulas to be considered, we will be able to prove a uniqueness theorem and complete the proof of Theorem 1.3.
We introduce the following notation to describe the kinds of formulas we will consider: Let Mm be a Riemannian manifold and x,, a point of Mm.
Let G denote the metric tensor and X be a coordinate system centred at x0 . Define
We normalize X by requiring that gSj(X, G)(x,,) = a(,, . Let w = (w (1) If P E 9, define P(X, G)(x) in the obvious fashion. We do not introduce the g$,'s as formal variables since we have normalized X so that gii(X, G)(x,) = 6, * Let A be a manic monomial of the polynomial P. Define We say that i is of degree k in A if deg, A = k. If cpA = cAP # 0, then we say A is a monomial of P. We can decompose P = CA(P) * A summed over the manic monomials A. P is said to be homogeneous of order 71 in the derivatives of the metric if cA(P) # 0 only for ord(A) = n.
We can express the curvature tensor functorially in terms of the derivatives of the metric. Consequently E E 8. Each Q$, is homogeneous of order 2, and hence E is homogeneous of order 2p = m. We can express the symbol of the differential operators DP functorially in terms of the derivatives of the metric in any coordinate system. Consequently B, E 9. From dimensional analysis, B, is homogeneous of order 11 (7). If P E 8, then P defines a formula in the derivatives of the metric. By Taylor's theorem, we may specify the values gii/JxO) arbitrarily. Consequently, we can always construct a metric G such that P(X, G)(x,) # 0 for P # 0. The correspondence between the formal polynomial P and the formula defined by P is one-to-one and will be ignored henceforth. We say that P is invariant provided P(X, G)(q) = P(Y, G)(x,,) for any two normalized coordinate systems X, Y. Let P(G)(q) denote this common value. Let 9, = {all invariant polynomials homogeneous of order n).
E E 9'm and B, E 8, since the value of each is independent of the coordinate system. Now, let x0 be a point of dMm. We define a restricted set of coordinate systems, called b-coordinates, which are normalized with respect to dMm. Let N denote the inward pointing normal vector field defined on dMm. The geodesic flow extends N to a unique normal vector field defined on a neighborhood of dMm. Let X = (xi ,..., x,,J be coordinates for a point x0 of dMm. We say that X is b-normalized provided that
(1) &jGc Gk) = h., 9 (2) Mm = {x: x, < 0); (3) djdx,,, = N.
We say that P is b-invariant if P(X, G)(xO) = P( Y, G)(x,,) for X and Y b-normalized; let B,b denote the set of all b-invariant polynomials of order n.
If X is b-normalized, we can express the connection form w~,~ canonically in terms of the derivatives of the metric. Consequently, Qk E 9k-i . In such a coordinate system, we can express the symbol of the operator Dp and boundary condition B,, in terms of the derivatives of the metric. Consequently, C,, is b-invariant. By dimensional analysis, it is easy to see C,, is of order n -1 so C,, E 9:-i .
If X is any coordinate system satisfying (1) and (2) = Z&m for x in the coordinate system. Consequently, we have the following lemma. LEMMA 2.1. X = (xi ,..., m x ) is a coordinate system with Mm = 1 x: x, < 0) will be b-normalized at x,, if and onZy if (1) gJj(xO) = S4,, and (2) g%,(x) = S,,for all x in X and i = l,..., m.
Proof. The condition that V,(d/dx,)
= 0 is equivalent algebraically to the condition that gkmlm vanishes identically.
However g,, = Z& on the boundary since d/d&,,, is the normal vector there. Thus, gh(x) = a,,, is equivalent to the condition that dldx, is the extension of the normal vector N by geodesic flow.
We will ignore variables of the form g$,/, when discussing an element of B,b since they vanish identically. Since this is the only relationship imposed by b-normalized coordinates, if P # 0 in Pnb, we can always find G so P(X, G)(x,,) # 0.
Let N-1 be a compact Riemannian manifold with boundary and let Si be given the flat metric. Let Mm = s1 x Nm-' be given the product metric 1 x G. Since the metric is flat in the S' direction, wi& = ii?,,, = 0 for k = l,..., m. Consequently, E(l X G) = Qk( 1 X G) = 0. Define # on h(ikP) = A(T*IP) @ h(T*Nm-l) as follows: #(l @ w) = d9 @J w and #(& @ w) = w where de is the generator of T*S and w is any form in AT*S. If De and Do denote the Laplacian on forms of even and odd degree, then #De = D"#. If Be and B" denote the boundary conditions for forms of even and odd degree, then also #Be = BO#. Consequently, by functorality, B,(x, De) = B,(x, Do) and CJx, De, Be) = CJx, Do, BO). In the alternating sum, these terms all cancel and B,(l x G) = C,( 1 x G) = 0. THEOREM 2.2. (a) Let P E gpn such that P(1 x G) = 0 for ewery metric on N"-l. Then P = 0 for n < m. If n = m, there is a constant c such that P = cE.
(b) Let P E Bmb such that P( 1 x G) = 0 for every metric on Nm-l.
Then P = 0 for n < m -1. If n = m -1, there are constants ck such that P = Ck ckQk .
We use this result to complete the proof of 1.3. Since B,(l x G) = C,(l x G) = 0 and since B, E 8, and C, E 9$-i , B, = C, = 0 for n < m. If n = m, then B, = cE and C, = C ckQk . Let Mm be the manifold S", then 2 = x(P) = c / E. P
The normalizing constant in the definition of E was chosen so that this integral has value 2. Therefore, c = 1. To determine c, , let Mm = Szk x Dmmzk where 0 < 2k < m. From the definition, E = Qj = 0 for j # k and therefore 2 = x(s'" X D"-2k) = ck s Qk . ~2kXp-2k
The normalizing constant in the definition of Qk was chosen so this integral has value 2. This implies ck = 1 and completes the proof of Theorem 1.3.
Before giving the proof of Theorem 2.2, we review some facts concerning invariance under the action of SO(2). LEMMA 2.3. Let a and b be jixed indices and suppose P is invariant under coordinate changes of the form:
(1) Let A = g&l,J' be a monomial of P. There is a monomial A, = gaalrcoAi which is a monomial of P and which is constructed from A by changing only a and b indices.
(2) Let A = gSjld' be a monomial of P. Thae is a monomial A, = gSs3*l,,,*A,,' which is a monomial of P which is constructed from A by changing only a and b indices and such that w'(a) = w(a) + w(b), w'(b) = 0.
This lemma is proved in [7, p. 3561 . It is an easy consequence of Weyl's theorem on, the invariants of SO (2); we are contracting indices. We prove Theorem 2.2 as follows: Let PE 9, or 9',b such that P(l x G) = 0 f or every metric G on Nm-l. The only additional condition which is imposed by such a metric is that the variables gij/, vanish identically if deg,(gdj/,) # 0. Consequently, if B is any monomial of P, deg, B # 0. P is an O(n) invariant, so the form of P is invariant under the change of coordinates yi = --x,,yk=xkforK>l.IfP(X,G)= C CB(P) WC G), then We compute the equations of structure for these tensors as follows: Let x' = (x1 ,..., x,-r)
on the boundary such that giilk(xo) = 0. Extend this system of coordinates by parallel translation to a system of b-normalized coordinates X = (x1 ,..., x,-~, xm). Then
T dW, = -Td (; wlhwlra) = -T dwikwko + 0(X'), TdW&iJ = 0, T dwdxr,) = w~dxo).
We will use these relations in the remainder of this section. All expressions will be evaluated at x0 in such a coordinate system. Using these tensors, we define invariants: (2) P2.k is a form of odd degree so PiSk = 0. We form all possible combinations of the Pi,k subject to the parity restrictions noted above and such that PE,k does not appear. The set of all such combinations is linearly independent.
(3) T dP,,, = P3,1 + Pl,2; T dP,,, = P3,3 + Pl,4 and therefore Wd'w) = Pd2.3 + Pd2.3 -Pd'w -Pd',,, # 0. (4) ebn., = Oforn <p.
(5) e,m.n is spanned by all possible combinations of the Pi,k as in [2] which give rise to n-forms. (1) as well. This new invariant will also behave multiplicatively on product manifolds. Therefore, there is no uniqueness theorem for TG(L,) such as we had for the integrand of the Chern-Gauss-Bonnet theorem.
We prove (1) by giving an explicit construction of TG(L,): Let E be a vector bundle (E = TM), and let Vi, V, be two connections for E. Let P be a characteristic class; P is a map from complex valued matrices to C such that P(BAB-l) = P(A). Suppose that P is homogeneous of degree 2K, and let P(*.*) denote the polarized form of P. Let Q, be the curvature tensor of the connection Vi. Define P(V,) = P(Q) by substitution; it is an invariantly defined 4k = m form. The difference of the two connections, 0 = V, -V, , is an invariantly defined l-form valued endomorphism. Let V, = tV, + (1 -t) V, with curvature matrix Q;2, . Define TG(P) = j' P(8, .R, ,..., f2,) dt/2k. Since the indices in I are all distinct, and the indices in I' are all distinct, (l)- (5) are immediate by inspection. They are false if we do not require the indices to be distinct as then there are relations involved. We prove (6) and (7) The constant c is a universal constant. We suppose A:$ divides some monomial of Wi:,,, . First let i = 1. A:$ = giIil/,g~*~~i,i, .**g<d*l,dX'dXJ. The only way for gi,g,/nz to divide some monomial of Wi;,,, is if wi,,, = .cgili,lm dxi, + -*a appears there. The only way for gi,io~i,j, to divide that monomial is for either Wi,$, or Wjli, to appear there. The latter case is impossible because Wjli, = cg4 * lc j dxildxie and we already have a dxiI factor from fui,. Consequentt~, 2mi 1 W+, must divide this expression, We procede inductively to show that %f, W WP ' ' ' wf&k must divide WiR,k, . Since g4tiklm divides some monomial, it must contain either wifl or w~&~. %Qn dX$ 9
This latter case is impossible, since wjP = and we have already used dxtk in writing g~kjk/jk-lix-l dx$, dxjke-, . Consequently W:;,,, is divisible by
This proves Wi,, = Wil,k, by (1). This proves (6) and (7) if i = 1. If i = 2, then A&k = g414,hg4,tlh14, -+-g4drhjr+l . Consequently, we may perform an analysis similar to that of the case i = 1 to show that must divide Wi:,,, . We have already used the variable dx6, , and hence g~tiklmj,+, can only appear in the expression Wi,,, = giaiklmjk+l dxj, dxjr+l . Consequently, Wi:,E, is divisible by W:,k and we have proved (6) and (7) for i = 2. The analysis for i = 3 is similar and is omitted.
If i = 4, g,,,,lidk appears in Wi:,,. . Consequently, either Wglb or %a must appear m this polynomial. In the latter case, however, we have already used dxz, in expressing Wisjb = cg~l~llidn dXi, dXfk + *-a. Since gdktb/sti,,5k-, can only appear multiplied by an dX, , and since this term also appears, this is false. Therefore, argue as above to show that, therefore, W%$, appears in Wi:,kt . We now divides Wie,kt . This completes the proof of (6) and (7) for i = 4. We have proved (6), of course, by explicitly computing that it does occur in Wi,, and that that is the only way it can occur.
Define the lexagraphical ordering (i1, k,) >, (ia, KS) for i1 > ia or ir = iz but k, > k, . Let 6 = (il , k, ,..., i, , k,) where (il , R,) > s-e > (i, , 6,). We say that 8 is admissible iff
(1) ij = 1 then A, is even, (2) ij = 3 then kj is odd, (3) ij = 4 then kj is even, (4) If i, = ij+l = 2, then kj # k,+, .
We define for I = {Ij} and J = {Ji} is some partition of the integers I,... into distinct sets of the proper length. Then we have the following lemma. (1) W,,, does no appear in Pg for 6' # O', (2) A#,! is not a monomial of Pe* for 0 # 8' (and any J), (3) A,,, is a monomial of P, (for some J).
Proof. An arbitrary element of PB* is a certain sum over indices ii . If W,,, is to appear in P e' , then there must be some sum in which all the indices are distinct. This implies that W,,, = W,,,,, for some I'. But by Lemma 3.2 (I), this implies that 6 = 8' since when we pair off the indices, they must equal. If A,,, is a monomial of PBf , then W,,, appears in Per by 3. (7) and h ence 0 = 8'. This proves (1) and (2). We prove (3) as follows: Clearly W,,, is a monomial of PO; it may, however, appear for more than just one way of computing the sum. However, if IV,,, = cW,s,, , then c = 1 by Lemma 3.3 (2)-(5). Therefore Wi,, appears with a nonzero coefficient after combination of equal terms. Since A:,k appears with nonzero coefficient in Wi*, , this proves (3).
From Lemma 3.3; it follows that c4(p@') = I 0 for 0 # 8', nonzero if 8 = 0'. cp(A) = cA(P) denotes the coefficient of A in P. This implies that the collection of polynomials PB for 8 admissible is linearly independent. This proves Theorem 3.1 (2).
We prove Theorem 3.1 (3) by direct computation. This proves Theorem 3.1 (3). We prove Theorem 3.1 (4) as follows. Let P E @fi,m,p and suppose P # 0. Choose a metric G such that P(G)(x,,) # 0; let X be a coordinate system which is b-normalized as discussed previously. There must be some monomial A of P such that A(X, G)(x,) # 0. Therefore, A has the form: A = fi gtdk/m fi gtdk,,, dx' for 111 = p and lWkl22
Although Lemma 2.3 was only stated in terms of maps of metrics to functions, it clearly applies to this situation as well. P is invariant under the action of O(m -1). If s # 0, we apply Lemma 2.3 to suppose ii = j1 = 1. If s > 1, we apply Lemma 2.3 again to suppose that ia and j, only involve the indices 1 and 2. We continue inductively to apply Lemma 2.3 (1) a total of Y times to suppose that the indices . . Zl 931 3-*-, 6 Y jr are all less than or equal to Y. We apply Lemma 2.3 (2) to the multi-indices w, of P to show that we can suppose degi wk = 0 for i > Y + (k -s). Consequently, we may construct a monomial A of P. of this form A = A, dX1 such that degt A, = 0 for i > I + (Y -s). Let dX' = dx$, -*-dx4, for ii < a** < i p . Since P is invariant under O(m -I), degi B is even for every monomial B of P. Since deg,#lA # 0, this implies deg,,* A,, # 0 and therefore p < ip' < 2r -s.
We compute ,%=s+ i ~w,I~s+2(~-~s)=~-s~pp.
k-s+1
Consequently P = 0 for ?1 < p which proves Theorem 3.1 (4). If 1 = p, we constructed a monomial A of P such that degi A = 0 for i > p. Let .J+ %n.m * Suppose n + 1 < m, let Mn+l be a Riemannian manifold pf dimension n + 1, and let Tm+,-l be the flat torus of, dimension m -n -1. If G is a Riemannian metric on M*+l, define P(G) = P(G x 1) on the Riemannian manifold Mn+l x Tm-n-l . We choose the coordinates so x1 ,..., x, belong to Mn+l, x,+r ,..., xmml are the usual coordinates on the torus, and x, is the coordinate defining the boundary on dM"+l. Since there is a monomial A of P which does not involve the indices x,+r ,..., xmel , P(G x 1) does not vanish identically. This defines an injective map Yi,,,, -+ 9'L,n+l,n . Since the polynomials P, remain independent under this map, to prove Theorem 3.1 (5), it suffices to prove it for n = m -1. This also establishes that this map is in fact an isomorphism.
Let %L.,n,m-l = 9ke1 for the remainder of this paper. We will prove that if P E @+I , then there is some monomial A,,,,, which is a monomial of P. By symmetry, if one A,,,,, is a monomial, then so is A B,,',J' so the collections I and J are irrelevant; we write A, for any one of these monomials.
We suppose that this is true. Since c,,(P,e) = 0 if 0 # tY, and is non-zero for 0 = 19'. Consequently we can choose constants c, such that c,.,JP -X0* c,JP,,) = 0 for all 0. This will imply P -x0' cOrPO, = 0 and complete the proof of Theorem 3.1. We applied Lemma 2.3 to construct a monomial A such that degt A =O for i > 2r -s. If one of the wk multi-indices involved only dldx, differentiations, we can apply Lemma 2.3 one less time and construct A such that degi A = 0 for i > 2r -s. This would imply that n > 27 -s > p which would be false. Therefore,
there is a monomial A of P of the form:
We define the notion of "touching" for use in the following lemma:
We say that an index i touches an index j in the monomial A if A is divisible either the variable gii/, or gUVlii for some multi-index w or some indices u, v. For notational convenience, we now choose to regard P as a function, rather than an m -1 form, by using Poincare duality on the boundary. In this representation, P is skew-invariant; it changes sign if the orientation is reversed. If we interchange any two distinct indices, the polynomial P changes sign since we have reversed the orientation. If deg, A = deg, A = 1, the form of A is unchanged under the coordinate interchange of i and j if they touch in A. Consequently two indices of degree 1 do not touch each other in A. Note: Since we have removed the dX1 portion of P, dega A is odd for every i = l,..., m-1. The proof of (1) Consequently, ( p -s) < c1 -ca < ci < ( p -s). This implies that c1=p-s and c, = 0. This completes the proof of the lemma. We let (*) denote henceforth a monomial A of the form of Lemma 3.4.
We need the following lemma. (1) Let i and j be indices so i # j, i touches j. There is a unique monomial A' which is also of form (*) which is constructed from A by interchanging the i and j indexes which don't touch. Then +A + cpA' = 0. For example, if A = gillw,giilm , then A' = gzilW,gifl, .
(2) Let i, j, u, v be indices less than m which are not necessarily distinct. Let A = gU,,A, and A' = guv/ijAo . A' has the form (*) and +A = +A'.
Proof. The proof of this lemma is analogous to the proof of 5.3 in [7, p. 3741, so we omit the details. Part (1) comes from exploiting invariance under O(m -1); part (2) can be proved either by using invariance under non-linear changes of coordinates, or by using geodesic polar coordinates.
The following lemma will complete the proof of Theorem 3.1. LEMMA 3.6. If P E 9km1 , then there is some 6 such that AB,I,J is a monomial of P, for 8 admissible.
We prove it as follows. Let A be a monomial of form (*). Suppose first that s # 0. By Lemma 2.3, we may suppose A = gI1/, *me. The index 1 must appear elsewhere in A. It cannot appear in a variable of the form g,,h, and hence it appears~either i n gijllk ,glk/uv,glklm ,glklum.
We suppose the first two cases; by Lemma 3.5 we can suppose the index 1 appears in A in the formgi5/rk . Let ji = K; it appears only once in the monomial A. Then A has the form:
These are the only places which contain the indices 1 and j, . Consequently, we can apply Lemma 3.5 to suppose that u = o = 2. The index 2 must appear another place in A. We continue inductively to show that This process cannot be continued indefinitely. Next, we suppose that s = 0, but p > 0. In this case, we can suppose that A = gll/jlm ---for degjl A = 1. We argue as above to show This process cannot continue indefinitely.
It can only terminate if k appears in some variable of the form guklno or g&l,,,,, . The former possibility is impossible since we supposed s = 0. Consequently, for some 1, J, k. Finally, we suppose that s = p = 0. In this case, we may suppose A divisible by gIlI,,,, . If this variable has the form, glllrar, then let B = glUlllAs , A = grl&10 . By Lemma 3.5 (l), cpB = -+A; by Lemma 3.5 (2), cpB = cJ. This is impossible for A a monomial of P.
Consequently, this monomial may be supposed to have the form for j, # 2. We apply Lemma 3.5 to construct A such that A is of the form A = g11/aj2g22/uv **** Again u, v # 2. We suppose u, v # 1, in this case, we may suppose A has the form g11/2i,g22/3j,g33/UV . We continue this process to construct This process cannot be continued indefinitely. Therefore, for some k, u = 1 and the cycle closes. This implies that A = &1/2iz -0. gm,,i/h, = A:$$, .
Therefore, in any event, we can write A = A:$A, . We can continue this process to find a monomial A of P of the form where the notation is chosen so that (i1 , k,) > a** > (i, , kg). Therefore A = &.I., is a monomial of P for some I, J, 13. To complete the proof of Lemma 3.6, it suffices to prove that 13 is admissible.
We suppose 9 is not admissible. Suppose first that A = A::J,A, for k-odd. We suppose k = 3 for notational convenience; the other cases follow similarly. Then A = gll/,g22/ljlg33,2j,g3j,lmAo . We apply Lemma 3.5 (1) three times to show that A, = g,i,gzi,/Ilg,~3/,,g,,,mA, is a monomial of P with cA,P = -cAIP. We apply Lemma 3.5 (2) twice to show that A, = g,jt/,g,,/,*agaz/3j,g33/mAo is a monomial of P with cA,P = cA,P = -cAP. We consider the coordinate permutation which interchanges 1 and 3, interchanges jr and ja . This permutation preserves the orientation and hence if A, = g3j8/mg33/2j,g22/lj,gll/mAo A is invariant under this permutation, and therefore cAP = -cAP which is impossible.
